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[The] maxim—cujus est solum ejus est usque ad coelum et ad 
inferos—‘has no place in the modern world.’… Lord Coke, who 
pronounced the maxim, did not consider the possibility of 
airplanes. But neither did he imagine oil wells. The law of trespass 
need no more be the same two miles below the surface than two 
miles above.1 

 
Introduction 
 
 The title to my essay and the above passage states both my thesis and conclusion 
regarding an invasion of another’s deep subsurface that causes no actual harm. To grasp my 
essential argument, the reader need read no further. Those who need convincing or are just 
curious may wish to read more. 

The First Restatement of Property provides that “‘property’ … denote[s] legal relations 
between persons with respect to a thing.”2 The “thing” that is the focus of this essay is the 
subsurface of real property, and the precise focus is on subsurface trespass. While the right to 
exclude trespassers is a fundamental incident of property “ownership,”3 this right, like other 
incidents, is not and should not be absolute. I submit that the right to exclude trespassers from 
the subsurface of real property should be much more limited than the right to exclude others 
from the surface of land wherever the trespasser’s subsurface intrusion is done to meet an 
important societal need, including private commercial needs, in an efficient manner so long as 
the subsurface owner suffers no actual and substantial damages. Stated conversely, while a 
person has a duty not to enter the subsurface property of another without the owner’s permission, 
this duty should not be absolute, absent proof of actual and substantial damages. Moreover, an 
invasion that causes no actual harm should not be subject to injunctive relief.  

Although I will only briefly discuss airspace trespass cases, in essence, I am arguing that 
trespass law respecting the subsurface should be similar to trespass law respecting airspace. I 
readily recognize that, except for flights by aircraft, the Second Restatement of Torts makes not 
express distinction between surface, subsurface, airspace trespass.4 While the comparatively 
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solid subsurface vis-à-vis airspace is more like the surface of land and while subsurface 
invasions often have a more permanent presence than an airplane flying through airspace, I 
believe that the law regarding airspace trespass should guide courts in deciding subsurface 
trespass. Indeed, when one examines subsurface trespass cases, much of the case law regarding 
subsurface trespass is strikingly similar to airspace trespass case law. 

Some may argue that certain types of deep subsurface invasions should not be within 
trespass law at all, but that such invasions should be left to the law of negligence and nuisance.5 I 
am reluctant to go this far. Regarding nuisance, my reluctance to limit subsurface trespass to 
nuisance law lies in the famous passage from Keeton and Prosser on the Law of Torts—“[t]here 
is perhaps no more impenetrable jungle in the entire law that that which surrounds the word 
‘nuisance.’”6 Moreover, in some jurisdictions, “artificial” barriers to a nuisance action may bar 
recovery even though a landowner has suffered substantial damages—e.g., in North Dakota, an 
activity expressly authorized by law is not a nuisance.7 Where no such barriers exist, nuisance 
law has desirable built-in flexibility to resolve many land-use disputes, but a physical invasion of 
a subsurface by one who intentionally injects a substance that causes actual and substantial 
damage to a neighboring landowner should be recoverable in money damages without having to 
engage in the uncertainty of balancing whether the gravity of harm to the landowner outweighs 
the utility of the defendant’s conduct. Thus, while I would not bar a trespass action in the case of 
actual harm, a nuisance approach might be appropriate for certain subsurface invasions, such as 
the injection of carbon dioxide (CO2) for geologic sequestration. A nuisance approach would 
treat CO2 sequestration similarly to atmospheric CO2 emissions and in most instances would not 
provide a viable cause of action. Nevertheless, I would preserve a trespass claim where actual 
harm occurs because injecting substances, such as CO2, for permanent occupancy of a subsurface 
is factually distinguishable from emitting it into the atmosphere to be carried by prevailing winds 
through the airspace of neighboring tracts. 

I am also reluctant to limit subsurface trespass to negligence (and nuisance). If a 
subsurface invasion causes actual and substantial damages, proof of negligence should not be 
required. Of course, negligent conduct that results in actual damages to neighboring land should 
be recoverable when all elements of negligence are proven.  

While I would preserve the availability of a trespass action for subsurface invasions, I 
would do so in a limited way—one that requires proof of actual and substantial damages, not 
mere theoretical or speculative harm.8 Moreover, I would not allow injunctive relief or ejectment 
for subsurface trespass unless the harm to a neighboring landowner clearly outweighs the utility 
of the subsurface invasion, e.g., where a freshwater supply is being displaced or polluted or 
where the injected substances leach out of what was supposed to be a confined reservoir causing 
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serious pollution of the surface9 or subsurface. A mineral owner should have a right to enjoin 
such operations only where an injunction is necessary to allow for the diligent extraction of 
minerals that are actually and economically recoverable and that might otherwise be displaced or 
become unrecoverable as a result of the subsurface invasion. Ordinarily, these situations should 
not arise if the subsurface injections are subject to a robust regulatory permitting system whose 
purpose, in part, should be to prevent these situations from arising in the first place. In general, 
whether a particular subsurface invasion should be prohibited or stopped should be left to 
environmental regulatory agencies, not the courts. I would also bar punitive damages if the 
injector who causes actual and substantial damages is acting in full compliance with the terms of 
a regulatory permit. 

Thus, in circumstances where a landowner or mineral owner suffers actual and 
substantial subsurface damages,10 a court should be allowed to award damages for trespass while 
denying injunctive relief or ejectment.11 The measure of damages should ordinarily be the sum of 
money that represents the decline in value of the owner’s interest as a result of the trespass even 
though the trespass may be a continuing one. A mineral owner should not be permitted to 
recover damages for mere speculative value, but should rather have to show that its ability to 
recover actual mineral resources has been substantially impeded either because the minerals have 
been displaced or because the injections have made recovery of the minerals impossible or more 
expensive. Any damage award should be discounted by the costs of mineral extraction. Because, 
under my proposal, the trespasser is not liable for a subsurface trespass that causes no actual and 
substantial damages, the statute of limitations should begin to run when the landowner knows or 
should have known about the actual damages.12  In the case of ongoing invasion of neighboring 
land, such a trespass would be continuing in nature and constitute a continuing series of 
successive injuries with the statute of limitations beginning anew for each series, subject to 
equitable defenses, such as estoppels and laches.13 
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Because I argue that some subsurface invasions by non-owners should be privileged, 
perhaps it is inappropriate to classify such intruders as “trespassers;” however, for convenience, I 
will call subsurface invasions by non-owners trespassers in this essay.14 Stated another way, 
absent actual and substantial damages, such an intruder commits a “technical” but not 
“actionable” trespass.  

Unless the context indicates otherwise, when I refer to a subsurface trespasser, I am 
referring to an entity that is lawfully engaged in activities vis-à-vis both the surface and 
subsurface of the land where such entity’s surface activities are occurring but where those same 
activities result in some sort of physical invasion into the subsurface of neighboring land. Thus, 
as to the neighboring land, the entity is, strictly speaking, a subsurface trespasser under the 
common-law ad coelum doctrine;15 however, I argue that such a trespass should not be 
actionable unless the neighboring landowner suffers actual and substantial damages. Moreover, I 
further argue that injunctive relief or ejectment should not ordinarily be available. 

 
[Editorial Note: In the completed version of the paper, I will briefly discuss the ancient 
history of trespass writs, briefly discuss airspace trespass case law, and then discuss in 
some detail subsurface trespass case law.] 
  
Conclusion 
 

There are numerous subsurface uses that could be either facilitated by my proposal or 
greatly hindered by the application of traditional surface trespass law to the subsurface. These 
include the injection of substances for enhanced recovery of oil, gas, brine, and other native 
fluids; the injection of fluids and proppants in the course of hydraulic fracturing of tight oil and 
gas reservoirs; the underground injection of natural gas for storage; the underground injection of 
wastes for disposal, including saltwater disposal relating to hydrocarbon exploitation; 
underground geologic carbon sequestration to decrease the emission of greenhouse gases into the 
atmosphere; and the gathering of subsurface information through various kinds of exploration 
activities, but in particular conventional and 3-D seismic surveys and aerial magnetic surveys. 
All except seismic and aerial surveys can lead to the physical migration of substances beneath 
neighboring property.  

The reason for my argument is simple. All of the subsurface invasions that I just listed 
meet important societal needs, which must be commercial (economically efficient) if they are to 
succeed. A strict application of trespass law to the subsurface, particularly the ability to enjoin a 
continuing trespass, could in some, perhaps many, instances make the difference between an 
economic and uneconomic enterprise. 

I hasten to point out that all of the above, except perhaps hydraulic fracturing are, or are 
likely to become, regulated activities. Even hydraulic fracturing requires a well permit and this 
activity could become more heavily regulated in the future. Subsurface injections should be 
regulated to prevent waste and to help assure that such uses will be economic. In addition, a key 
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reason for regulation should be to prevent such activities from causing real harm to the 
subsurface, including freshwater and mineral resources. A strict trespass rule—one that would 
require injectors to obtain permission from all affected land and mineral owners—would do little 
to safeguard against actual subsurface harm, as most such owners would not be able to assess the 
likelihood of harm and would likely be primarily concerned with the compensation received for 
the sale of the injection rights. While such a requirement might make it less likely that 
subsurface injection activities would occur in a particular area—e.g., an area of small-tract and 
fractional ownership, the result could be that less suitable subsurface might be used in another 
area—e.g., an area where a few owners controlled large tracts.  

Thus, with the exceptions already noted in this essay, I conclude that courts should not 
allow subsurface trespass claims unless the plaintiff shows substantial, actual, and non-
speculative damages. And subject to the limited exceptions already noted, courts should deny 
injunctive relief for subsurface trespass.  

 
 

 


